SERVICE OVERVIEW

MANAGED SECURITY SERVICES
To protect your organization today from the
ever-evolving set of security threats requires
you to have a unique combination of timely
threat awareness, and effective management
of your information security technology.
As these threats continue to mature, the reality
is that many organizations do not have the
operational resources to address them on their
own.

Online’s Managed Security Services
(MSS) works as an extension of
your team - providing you with the
assurance that your environment is
being monitored, engaging you as
necessary, and ready to act on your
behalf when we are needed.

Our suite of MSS offerings are designed to
help our Clients see a lower total cost of
ownership versus in-house alternatives with
value being realized immediately as standards
are established, staffing secured, and tools
are normalized to increase efficiency and
effectiveness.
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The Online Difference
When you want advanced
technology you can depend on,
and supported by an experienced
team that makes your monitoring a
priority.

Open Source Tooling
Our security analytics (SA)
platform is powered by
Elastic, the most
recognizable name in open
source.

A Partner-Oriented Team
Our team of technical
security analysts are highly
skilled and qualified with
cyber-security domain
experience.

SERVICE OVERVIEW
Our Managed Security Services
Managed Cloud Security Monitoring
We provide security monitoring of AWS, Azure
and Office 365 cloud environments to ensure your
data stays safe while benefiting from the
advantages of moving your information and
services to the cloud.
Managed Detection and Response
Online’s Managed Detection and Response services leverage a combination of technologies deployed at the host and network layers, advanced
analytics, threat intelligence, and human expertise in incident investigation and response.
We provide our clients with a team of
experts to continually monitor and
search through your environment, and quickly
detect threats and strengthen your responsiveness.
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Managed Vulnerability Scanning
Online’s Managed Vulnerability Scanning
service extends the value of a one-time
vulnerability assessment by providing you with
ongoing visibility as part of your information
security maintenance program.
We combine vulnerability scanning,
identification, assessment, and reporting into
a single service offering designed to assist your
efforts in reducing vulnerabilities and improving
overall information security.

The Benefits
In addition to improved threat protection from both external and internal threats, Online’s MSS Clients
benefit from:
Actionable Intelligence - We provide enhanced information on security controls, real-time information,
and comprehensive reporting to ensure compliance with various industry regulations.
Enhanced Security Posture - MSS improves your organization’s overall security posture by identifying
potential threats early, allowing senior leadership to make faster and more effective decisions.
Comprehensive Reporting - We deliver an comprehensive view of all security events and incidents,
service delivery, and performance metrics.
Improved Operational Efficiency - Our services provide effective management and monitoring of your
security environment with real-time views of efficiencies and inefficiencies of your information security
systems that allows you to identify where and how performance can be improved.

Contact:
Online Business Systems
1.800.668.7722
mss@obsglobal.com

About Online Business Systems
Founded in 1986, Online is an established Digital Transformation and Cybersecurity consultancy. We empower
enterprise customers across North America by enhancing their competitive advantage with improved business
processes and secure information systems. We guarantee results through our technical skills, our business
processes, and change management expertise.
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